Curriculum Newsletter- for Years 3 & 4 Summer 2, 2021.
Dear Parents and Carers,
Welcome to the first half term of the Year. We would like to share our Curriculum overview with you
and some key dates for this half term.
PE day is Wednesday; please ensure your child has their full PE kit with them.
There is no swimming this term due to Covid.
Homework- will go out on Thursday and pupils will be expected to return their homework to school on
Tuesday. Please ensure all homework is complete and back at school in time.
Our Topic for this half term is ‘Britain’s landscape’.
Please take a look at our Curriculum Map for this half term.

In literacy, we are focussing
on a non-fiction text, ‘Until I
met Dudley.’ The children will
be learning the features of
explanation texts
In Numeracy, we will be focussing on
decimals followed by shape and
space, then position and movement

In PE, the children will look at
different athletic sports and
techniques, including track and
field.
Our topic this half
term is Western
Europe

Our Science this term is
forces. The children will be
learning about gravity,
friction, air resistance and
Newton’s laws of motion

In PSHE, the children will be learning
about keeping myself safe,
including safe online communication
In RE the pupils will be learning
about the different foods and
drinks associated with all the main
religions.

In Jewish Studies, we will be
focussing on the morning prayers
including the Shema and the Amidah.
The children will also be learning
about the 3 weeks of mourning and
the weekly parasha.

In geography we will be examining the
countries, capital cities and cultures of
Western Europe. The children will be
using maps as well as digital
technology to understand the location
of different countries.

In ICT, we will be looking at
coding simple sets of
instructions using ‘if statements’.

